AND THOSE WHO WILL CONTINUE ITS WORK

Few organizations survive for half a century, still fewer for a century. It is a rarity for one to continue, and thrive, at over 130 years of age. It requires explanation. While “the Club” may have been created by and for the “gentleman breeder” who found recreation in breeding Jerseys, its functions evolved largely to serve the “farmer-breeder using the Jersey cow as a means of livelihood.”

Consider what has happened since the pioneers in the United States gave the Jersey cow an identity as a “breed” and set in motion programs to market Registered Jerseys to America’s farmers and branded Jersey milk to America’s consumers.

They created an organization, “never dreaming of the immense structure it was destined to be,” whose staff was instructed to carry out its aims to “improve and promote the breed of Jersey cattle.”

That association was built upon the bedrock of animal identification and the recording of parentage, as the basis for selecting superior stock. To this was added the evaluation of conformation. The “type program” was always aimed at evaluating physical characteristics and their relationship with productivity, in an effort to identify and select for traits that would provide for higher yield with increased longevity.

Official plans for production testing soon followed, representing the earliest of the Jersey association’s subsequent collaborations with other organizations. To the rules created by the new dairy testing associations, the AJCC added more stringent rules to qualify records as “official.” Thus was created an added degree of confidence in record accuracy, plus a recognition program that add value to the cows themselves.

Once these three functions were in place, and with its database growing, in 1939 the Board of Directors entered the “pedigree business.” Only the AJCC could produce the Official Performance Pedigree and provide assurance to interested parties that the ancestry and performance documented was accurate and reliable. Some 70 years after it had been first envisioned, the pedigree began to have widespread impact. It provided the proof—compiled in one easy-to-use and understandable document—of the superiority of Registered Jerseys. It helped convince hundreds of small farmers to discard their non-descript, unpedigreed scrub bulls and either purchase or cooperate with their neighbors in using Registered Jersey sires.

Within the breed, however, the performance pedigree helped to widen the spread in the valuation of purebred Jersey stock. No longer were all Registered Jerseys alike.

The marketing of Jersey milk, beginning decades before incorporation of National All-Jersey (1957), was a complex effort deemed wholly necessary by the Board of Directors. It required the association to establish first the superior qualities of Jersey milk and then to create premium markets for the milk. The burgeoning demand for branded Jersey milk created a new function: to help supply milk to those markets. Perhaps more than the desire of Jersey breeders themselves for assistance in improving their herds, it was the association’s milk marketing efforts that resulted in the institutionalization of field service. Until there was organizational commitment to milk market development, it was nigh unto impossible for regionalized field service to be sustained by the AJCC.

Promotional efforts were begun early and mounted continuously during the first 75 years of the organization’s existence—through all manners of brochures and pamphlets, advertising and film, exhibitions and fairs, and eventually leading toward the creation of a wholly owned publication, Jersey Journal.

The pioneers and early leaders, however, would never have anticipated other functions which emerged and became vital to the association after World War II, and which have been equally important to advancing the original aims.

Little could they have imagined the electronic processing of information and how changes in human technology would change the way identification, production and type information would be collected and stored and processed. Perhaps more importantly, those technologies would eventually change the evaluation of the cattle themselves. The systems of collecting information on production and conformation changed to some degree because of com-
computerization, providing for more and better information that could be used to sort out environmental effects and obtain estimates of the genetic merit of the animals. The new tools of Predicted Difference and Cow Index provided the basis for selecting superior seedstock and increasing their use through artificial insemination, leading to rapid gains in productivity and a resurgent commercial viability for the Jersey cow in the U.S. dairy industry.

And there is no evidence that they imagined engaging in support of direct marketing of Jersey cattle. But the seeds of the Jersey Marketing Service have long been in evidence. They are found in the very first efforts of the milk programs, which created new markets for Jersey cattle through opening up more valuable markets for Jersey milk.

From two aims—to improve and promote—the Jersey organizations have created functions which have consistently added profit to the business of milking Jersey cattle. But more importantly, the programs and services which pursue these different functions have been adapted again and again to serve changing circumstances, while also being strategically expanded to increase the relevance of the Jersey organizations to dairy producers.

And The Most Important Decisions?

Centennials and millenniums are times when people become preoccupied by such questions. And the answers always depend, upon the time and place in which the question is raised and, of course, who is asking asked.

As the Centennial year of the Jersey association neared, The Livestock Bulletin conducted a global survey for of the structure, functions and future prospects of livestock recording societies. Each organization was asked to list the six most important decisions made since 1940.

The Jersey answer was compiled by staff from responses of sitting and former members of both Board of Directors, from presidents and secretaries of the state Jersey organizations, and from a group of allied industry personnel, representing universities, A.I. and the dairy press.

Their list of important decisions—and ranking—is familiar to present-day Jersey owners as a list of the linchpins of today’s optimistic state-of-affairs for Jersey dairying in this country.

The single most important decision, according to 93.9% of those responding, was the creation of National All-Jersey Inc.